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COEFFICIENTS OF DISCHARGE OF FUEL INJECTION NOZZLES FOR

COMPRESSION-IGN’ITION ENGINES

By A. G. GELALLEE

SUMMARY

Thie report presents the results of an ince~tigation to
determine the coe@ients of discharge of nozzles with
&mall, round wijices of the ti.zes used m“th high+peed
cornprestiowigndian engines. The injection pre8wre8
and chamber back pressures employed were comparable
to iho8e existing in compression-ignition engines during
injection. I%e construction of the nozztes was w-ied
to determine the effect of the nozzle design on the coe#i-
cient. Tests were also made un”ththe nozzles assembled
in an automatic injection m[re, both with a plain and
w“th a helically groored stem.

It was found thut a cmooth passage before the ori$ce
is requi~”te for high $OW e~ew. A berekd leuding
edge before the orijce gate a higher coe~m”ent of discharge
than a roun.aki edge. Vaw”ng the length-diameter ratio
from 1 to 3 for one of the orifices hating a bereled leading
edge was found to hare no effect on the ralue o! the coe$
cient. The redts un”th the nozzles assembled in an
automatic injection mhie hating a plain stem duplicated
those. w“th the nozzles assembled at the end of a. .draight
tube of constant diameter. Lower coejbients were ob-
tained m“th ihe nozzles a88emb[ed in an injection ralre
haring a helically grooced stem.

lThen the coejkients of nozzles oj any one geometrical
8hape were plotted against oatues of corresponding
Reynold’s Numbers for the ori$ce diameter8 and rates of
jlow tested, it was found that expetimen~al points were
distributed along a tingle ourre.

INTRODUCTION

In designing injection valves for high-speed com-
pression-ingition engines using solid injection, it is
necessary to know the flow characteristics of severaI
geometrical shapes of nozz.k in order to determine
the most suitable type to be used. The required
performance of the injection valve varies for the dif-
ferent ocrnbustion conditions.

To design a wdve utihing aIl the energy supplied
by the pump to the best advantage and ta obtain the
de&ed type of spray req~w a kROWkdgCI of the flOW

characteristics of a number of geometrical ahapcs of
nozzles, both open and cIosed, and combinations of

nomdes and stem shapes. Failure to use a nozzIe de-
sign giving the spray features required by the com-
bustion chamber can only result in poor combustion
efllciency.

‘if5th the smaU oridces employed in high-speed com-
pression-ignition engines, the ffow conditions through
the ofices are controlled by the coefficients of dis-
charge of the orifices. Some work has been done in
determining these co&cients of discharge. ifoachim
(Reference 1) determined the coefficients of discharge
of three nozzles that had sharp ~ntering and esit
edges. He used injection pressures up to 8,000
pounds per square inch and ratios of back pressure to
injection pressure up to 0.8 for pressures between
1,000 and 2,000 pounds per square inch. Kuehn
(Reference 2) determined the cadlicients of discharge
of severaI nozzle units with smalI otiiices, but the
injection pressures he used were somewhat lower than
those achdy employed for solid injection engines.
Numerous other investigations on nozzles of diflerent
shapes have been made with larger sizes of orifices
and lower injection p ressuree, but these results are of
limited vahe when applied to the design of fuel in jec-
tion vaIvEs for compre=on-ignition engines.

The purpose of this investigation was to determine
the coefficienix of discharge of nozr.les with several
geometrical shapw. Injection pressures and air back
pressures comparable to those existing in the combm-
tion chamber of compression-ignition en=ties were
used. The investigation was conducted at the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory at Langley Field,
Va.

A brief eqknation of the meaning of the coefhient
of discharge, a derivation of the algebraic e~ression
for the coefficient, and a discussion of the factors
affecting the flow of a liquid through an orMce are
given in the appendix For a more complete treah
ment of the subject the reader is referred to a paper
by Hodgaon (Reference 3), the report of the knerican
Satiety of Mechanical Engineers Research Committee
on FIuid Meters (Reference 4), a paper in the Bureau
of Standards JonrnaI of Research (Reference 5), and
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a more recent publication by the knerican Society of
if eohanieal Engineers on “Hydraulic Laboratory
Practice” (Reference 6).

The terms used in the detern&ation of the ccefE-
cients of discharge of the injection valve nozzles are
defied as follows:

1. Onjfce.-The smallest outside opening of the
nozzle from which the jet of fluid issues.

2. (1-&ce length.-The depth of the opening or the
l~cth of the cy~dric~ portion that is of the same

diameter as the orifice.
3. Orij’ice throat.—The cyhlrical portion referred

to in the definition for otice Iength.
4. A%z,zle.-lk addition to the throat, that part of

the passage which is beded or rounded and which is
not of a constant diameter.

APP~R~TUS AND METHODS

The apparatus used in this investigation (Figure 1)
was eimiIar to that employed by Joachim in his re-
searches on the coefficients of discharge of smalI round
orifices (Reference 1). It consisted of an air cyIinder
and a piston 5 inches in diameter used as a pressure
intertsi6er for a hydradic cylinder having a plunger
0.720 inch in diameter. To prevent leakage, the
phmger moved through a closely fitting bushing, both
of which were lapped separately. Two nede valves
located at the bottom of the plunger cylinder per-
mitted oil to be pumped into the cylinder or to be. .

kFifice dial & I L I

disch~ged through the
ofice. The ohamber,
into which the oiI was
discharged through the
or&e, was 3 inohea in
&meter and 18 inches
in hlgth. The back
pressure into which the
discharge took place
was obtained &m a
compressed-air bottle
connected to the dis-
charge ohamber.

As the discharge
through the ofice took
place, the time for the
plunger to travel the dis-
tance between the two
notches in the plunger
was recorded by a one
one-hundredth second
stop watch as shown in

FtGUEBS.-Conce~trance nozzIeassemblythe &ure.
The timed vohune of

the oil discharged was equivalent to the volume of
the plunger between the two notches, minus the leak-
age between the hydraulic plunger and bushing. To

insure uniformity of flow during the discharge of the
timed -rolume, the apparatus was designed so that 12

.--—

per cent of the total liquid vohnne was discharged “-
through the ofice before the watch was started and .”, .
3 per cent after the
watch -was stopped.

The connection be-
tween the hydraulic cyl-
inder of the apparatus
and the discharge nozzle
holder was a commercial
seamless steel tube of
three-sixteenths inch in-
side diameter and nine
thirty+econds inch out-
side diameter. The dis-
tance from the hydraulic
cyIinder to the nozzle
was 30 tube diameters.
The onIy sharp edges in
the path of the flow were
at the vilve seats at the
bottom of the hydraulic
cylinder. The velocities
through the tube varied
from a Dinilnum of 0.4
to a mtium of 4.5 feet
per second. According
~0 Gibson &teference 7), the critical velocity for the
tube, liquid and matium pressures used, would be
about 11 feet per second. The flow through the tube
was, therefore, Iaminar. ~omput.at.ions made accord-
ing to the method given in Reference 6 on the losses
of head for the maximum veIocity through the tube
used in these tests showed the loss to be lees than 1
pound per square inch. Since there were no other
losses possible, the pressure at the hydraulic cylinder
of the apparatus was transmitted virtually undimini-
shed to the discharge oriilce.

A special Ming, shown in Figure 2, ma used to
determine whether or not any pressure difference
existed in the injection prwsure readinga taken at the
bottom of the hydrauIic cylinder and taken midway in
the tube connection to the nozzIe. Various injection
pressures and back pressures representing extreme
conditions were employed for these tests. Within
the experimental error of the test data no difference
in the pressure readings was observed. The pressure
tap in this special fitting WSB placed about 20 tube
diamete= from the nozzle, to avoid the effect of any
disturbance to the flow. This tap could not be used
continmdly, as the sudden building up of pressure
caused by the rapid opening of the outlet valve sub-
jected the gage to severe strains.

Three nozzIes with concave surfacw connecting the
tube end and the inside edge of the orifice throat,
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with the inside and outside edgee of the throat sharp,
as shown by full lima in Figure 3, were tested. These
nozzles were the same that were tested by Joachim in
his researches on the coefficients of discharge of small

i!L3ischw-qechamber I

COMM* FOR AERONAUTICS

The equation from which the coefficient of discharge
O was computed is

C=ar2g(p~p,)l~ (1}—-— . ..

i-----Stemseat \

I ““L P d— —

Or~p;e
OrificeIenqth
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FIGUBE5.–Automat[cinjwtkmvahwassemblywithpMnstem

round orifices (Reference 1). The tests with the in-
side edge sharp, therefore, served to check the previous
results with the same nozzles and also to be used as
a stinting point for this investigation, Following the
tests with the sharp edges, the inside edge of each
orifice was rounded to approximately one sixty-fourth-
inch radius, then to one thirty-second-inch radius, and
finalIy was beveled to a 60° angle as shown by the
dotted lines in the figure. A second set of nozzles was
also tested that had the geometrical shape and dimens-
ions shown in Figure 4. The length of the 0.014-
inch orifice was vaxied from 0.5 to 3 times the diameter,
in order to determine the tiec t of lengthdiamet er
ratio on the coefficient of discharge. Further tests
were made to detemine the coefticiente for theee noz-
zle assembled in a fuel injection valve with a plain
stem and also &th a hdically grooved stem, as shown
in Figures 5 and 6. The diameters and lengths of the
orifices tested with each assembly are given in the
tables accompanying the figures.

Injection pressures from 200 to 5,000 pounds per
square inch were used in these tests. The maximum
pressure employed with each orifice depended on the
minimum time pennies”lble for accurately meawning
the oil discharged. Back pressures up to 0.8 of the
injection pressures w-ere employed in testing the
nozzles. The Diesel fuel oil used had a specific grav-
ity of 0.859 and an absolute viscosity of 0.048 poises
at 80° F. and atmospheric pressure.

where

B= actual rate of flow,
a= orifice area,
g= gravitational acceleration,

Pl=static pressure at a section of the tube immedi-
ately before the nozzle, the injection pres-
sure,

P2= static pressure into which the discharge took
place, the back pressure,

p= density of the Diesel oil used.

OPif;ce
die% 1 I

FIGult~6.—Automatloinjact!onvalve XIzzleowemblywith
halkally gmoradstmn

—
PIZECISION OF RESULTS

The precision of results obtained in this investi-
gation” depended upon the precision of tho several
factors included in the coefficient of discharge equa-
tion.= .Theeg factors are the volume of the liquid
discharged, the hydraulic pressure before the nozzle,
the chamber back pressure, the time of discharge for
the known oil volume, the orifice area, and the density
and temperature of the oil.

The displacement of the hydraulic plunger for t.ho
timed volume discharged was calculated from nlicronl-
eter measurements of the plunger diameter nnd the
length between the two shallow notche?, taking into
account the volume of the notches. The accuracy
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of the micrometer measurements permitted the deter-
mination of the vohune within 0.15 per cent. The
leakage past the hydraulic plunger and slee-re ma
determined separately for all hydraulic pressures
employed and has been included in the corrections
for the coefficient. Corrections aIso were made for
compressibility of the oiL

Bourdon spring pressure gauges, suitable to the
pressure range to be investigated, wme used to indi-
cate the hydraulic pressures in the plunger cylinder!
in the tube before the nozzle, and the air pressure in
the discharge chamber. These gauges were calibrated
frequently during the period of the investigation by
means of a high-pressure and a low-pressure dead-
weight gauge tester. As the timed volume was dis-
charged through the oriilce the pressure fluctuated
s@htly. These fluctuations were not more than 10
pounds per square inch for the gauges measuring the
oil pressurw, and not more than 5 pounds per square
inch for the gauges measuring the back pressures.
Hence, the results obtained with the lower injection
pressures contain a rdatively higher error.

Any errors in the one-hundredths second stop watch
were determined by comparison with a stop watch
that had been calibrated by the United States Bureau
of Standards for running, starting, and stopping errora.
In the many hundreds of observations that were made
during these tests with this stop watch, the maximum
deviation from the mean was never more than 0.5
per cent.

The mean diameter of each orifice was measured
with a dividing engine consisting of a microscope with
micrometer attachment. The maximum deviation of
the readings from the mean was not more than 0.3 per
cent, so the error in the computed orifice area was
not more than 0.6 per cent.

The speciiic gravity of the fuel oil was determined
with a Westphal balance with an error of less than 0.1
per cent. The temperature of the oil during the period
of the tests ~aried between 68° and 74° F. h the
tests ~ere conducted during the winter, no M3iculty
was experienced in maintaining the temperature of the
room within these limits. The effect of this vmiation
on the coe.flicicnt of discharge was negligible, for the
Reynolds hTumbers in nearly all of these tests were
such that the viscosity, which is sensibly affected by
small changes of temperat~ in this range @eference
8), had little or no effect on the rate of flow.

The precision of the results from the calculated
deviations and estimated residual errors varies from
1.8 to 2.3 per cent. The error is greater in the results
with the lower hydraulic injection pressures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

COXCAVE-E?JTFIANCENOZZLETESTS

Jet discharges into air at atmospheric pressure.—
Figllres 7, 8, and 9 give the coefficients obtain~d with

the concave entrance nozzles shown in Figgre 3 when
the discharges were made into the chamber containing
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:- - roumfedto ~-radiua
4“ . bevekd60: corners “b”,“c”
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~lGGM8.—EITectof InJectIonpremrrwon coeftlcientof &&arge. 0.020
Inchdiameterorblee. Atmosphericbackpressure.

air at atmospheric pressure. The characteristics of
the curves for each geometrical shape tested are the
same for all three nozzles. ‘With but few exceptions,

—
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the coefficient remained constant for injection pres-
sures above 500 pounds per square inch. A rounding
of the leading edge to approximatdy one sixty-fourth

LLcodingedge “a-shorp.
2“” . rounded qo”prox.fox “rod

. - rounded to~ radius.
2- - beveled60:corners “b:“c”ond‘d”sharp.
6.Leodinged e beveled60”,corners “b:‘c”ond ‘d”

?slighty rounded

.—
Injectionpressure,lh/sqin.

FIGURE0.—Efledof injectionpresure on omflicfentof dlxharge. 0.W6
Inchdiameterorifice. Atmosphwlobaokpressure

inch radius increased the values of the coefficient 0.15
for the 0.016 inch, 0,12 for the 0,020 inch, and 0.09 for
the 0.025 inch diameter orifice. By increasing the
roundness to about one thirty-second inch radius, a
further increase in the values of the coefllcients was
realized, 0.07 for the 0.015 inch, 0.04 for the 0.020
inch, and 0.17 for the 0.025 inch diameter orifice.
Beveling tbe leading edge 60°, making the length of
the orifice equa[ to the diameter and leaving the
corners of the bevel sharp, gave coefficients several
per cent lower than when the leading edge was rounded
to one thirty-second inch radius. Slightly rounding
corner b of the bevel ~gain increased the coefficient by
about 0.03 for both 0.015 and 0.020 inch diameter
orifices. By slightly rounding all corners, b, c, and d,
tbe coefficient was increased 0,09 for the 0.015 inch,
0.10 for the 0.020 inch, and 0.10 for the 0,025 inch
diameter orifice. Thus, by altering the Ieading edge
of the orifice from approximatdy sharp edgee to a bevel
of 60° with corners sIightly rounded, the coefficients
were increased from 0.66 b“ 0.94 for the 0.015 and
0.025 inch diameter orifices, and from 0.72 to 0.94 for
the 0.020 inch orilice for all pressures tested above
500 pounds per square inch. The presence of sharp
corners or rough surfaces between the upstream pas-
sage and throat of the oriiice apparently decreased the
efficiency of flow through the nozzle. The principal
conclusion that can be drawn from these tests is that
as the passage between the upstream side of the nozzle

and the orifice throat is made smoother the cocfl~cim~
of discharge approaches unity.

When examined, at the starb of the tests under a
microscope with a magnification of fifty diameters,
the inside edge of the 0.020 inch orifice was seen to be
pitted and slightly rounded as compared to those of _
the other two orifices, which were sharp. This was
probably caused by the passage of unstrained oil
through the orifice in previous experiments con-
ducted at the Laboratory (Reference 1). It was
probably due to the tiect of this pitting and alight
roundimg of the leading edge that cocflicicnts 0.06
higher were obtained in the fimt tests with the 0.020 _
than with the 0.015 and 0,025 inch orifices, curves
No. 1 of Figures 7, 8, and 9.

According to the principles of similitude, when
nozzIes of sin-@ar geometrical shape aro tested under
similar working conditions, regardhxs of scale, liquid,
or rati of flow, tho data obtained may be represented
by a single curve of coefficients of disch~ge plotted
against comesponding values of Reynolds Numbers.
Geometrically similar nozzles existed when the inside

.-

edge of the orifices was beveled to an included angle
of 60~ and the length was mado equal to the diameter.
Figure 10 shows the coefficients for the geometrically
similar nozzles plotted against corresponding Reynolds
Numbers. The points from all three nozzks for each
geometrical shape lie on the same curve within the __
limits of experimental error. As can be reasonably
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expected for such small differences in scale, the curves
show the existence of hydraulic similitude in t.hc flow
through the nozzles. Follo\\ing the. exphmation
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given in the Appendix, the shapes of the curves of
Figures 7, 8, and 9 indicate that, axcept for pressure
below 500 pounds per square inch, the flow through
the orifices was turbulent. The rising of the curve
at the lower injection pressures is due to the presence
of a semiturbuIent motion in the orifice for vdaich the
viscosity effect becomes noticeable.

Information on the critica[ velocities of flow through
the small orifices and nozzles of these t&ts is lacking.
The following equation (Reference 7), however, was
found to be true for tubes of larger diameters and
len.xths:

~..,= 2,000V
d’

and in gravitational units

‘ OoopgJ“,=-*,

(2)

(3)
r-

where, in English units
I“ti= critical velocity of flow, feet per second.

P = viscosity of the liquid, pounds-second per
foot?

9 = gra~tation~ acceleration, feet per second.*
= density of the Iiquid, pounds per foot}

Z = oritlce diameter, feet.
v = kinematic ticosity, feet Sper second.

1.Leadinqedge “a”shmp.
2. “ - - rounded qoprox.fox “rod
3- ● rounded to~rodius
4. “ “ bewekd60T corners ‘b-,‘c-

anal“d”sharp.
5.Leadhg edge beveled60”,corner “b-

slightlyrounded,‘c-ad ‘dpolished
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mm 1~ 2@Nl,8,1133andQ3YlpoundspersqnereInch

By assuming the critical velocities throunti these
orifices to be similar to those in a parallel tube of the
same diameter, and the above equation to be appli-

I

cable to these sizes of orifices, the values given in
Table I are obtained for the range of diameters be- _
tween 0.008 and 0.040 inch. It WW be seen from

LLeadingedge ‘a”shorp.
2.=- - rounded ~prox. to~.:rad
.3- - ~ounded fo~rao7u&
4. - “ hevekd60~ cwners ‘E,“C”

and “d-shaw.
5.fea&q edqe beveledtSO”,comer ‘b.

sliqhflyrounded,“C-end “d”pa%hed
Gfeaq’inqedge beveled60*,corners ‘b~~c-

-d ‘d-slighflyraded.

c
.,, ,,,

k
{0..30 1
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Ratioofback pressure foinjecfimpressure

FIGUE~12.-Effectofbrickmesmreonccefflekntof dkharge. O.Cm
inch dlarneterorfflce.Injection presure l,(mlponndgw am
fnch

this table that the critical velocities approach the
region of velocities through the o@ces corresponding
to the Iower pressure cMerences employed in these
tests.

Strictly similar geometicaI shapes did not exist
between the nozzles having the leading edge of the
ofice rounded, as is apparent froIu the differences in
the values of the coefficients with each nozzle for sup-
posedly the same geome~cal shape. This was prob-
ably due ta the inexact rounding of tie leading edge in
proportion to the diameter, because of the difficulty of
machining so sma~ radii with satisfactory tderancea.
Slightly rounding the corners of the bevel or the down-
stream edge of the orifices, however, did not so readiIy
destroy the geometrical similarity between the nozzles.

Jet discharges into air at diferent pressures.-Fig-
ures 11, 12, and 13 show the coefllcients with the same
set of nozzles and geometrical shapw, but with the dis-
chargw made into the chamber containing air under
pressure. The coefficients are plotted against the ratio
of air back pressure to injection pressure. Excepting
for the nozzIes with the leading edge of the orifice
beveled and with smooth corners, the coticients of
the nozzles for the smne head dHerential did not agree
with the -ralues obtained when discharges were made
into air at atmospheric pressure. This is in agreement
with Joachim’s results with the same nozzles (Refer-
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ence 1). A comparison of the set of curves with and
without back pressure suggwts the possibility that the
actual pressure at the ‘throat of the orifice was di.fleront

t.Lead;ngedge “o-ahorp.
$“” “ rounded opprox.to% “rad

“ “ rounded tpj&”ro&us.
4“ “” bewted60~ corners “b’:‘c”

and “d”sborp.
6.Leodinqedge beveled60-,corners ‘b’;“c”

and “d-slightlyrounded.
1.00

0.90

;0. 70
fj

30.50 I I I I I

1
:$0.40 — —
*

:0.30 -
L1

0.20

0.10

n 0.2D 0.40 0.60 0.60
Ra~ioofbock pressure toinjectionpressure

Fmurml&-Effect of back Preswmon eceffkfentof dkchsrge.
0.02Jinchdlsnmterorlflm InJectlonPrwsureI,IXCponds per
sqnareInch.

for the two conditions. The air under pressure in the
discharge chamber apparently was the cause of a dis-
turbance to the motion through the nozzle that resulted
in the creation of abnormal flow conditions.

The disparity between the values of the coefficient
with the jet diechaxging into atmospheric air and those
with the jet discharging into air at different pressures
was greatest when the leading edge was sharp. The
data show that when the nozzles had the leading edge
sharp (Curves 1) the coefficients reached the maximum
values of 0.85 for the 0.015 and 0.025 inch orifices and
0.89 for the 0.020 inch diameter orifice between the
pressure ratios of 0.3 and 0.4. As the back-pressure
ratio increased beyond these points, the coefficient
ultimately decreased to about 0.82 at the pressure
ratio of O.8, By successively rounding the leading
edge to one sixty-fourth and to one thirty-second inch
radii (Curves 2 and 3), the pressure ratio at which the
maximum coefficients were. reached became lower. k
the pressure ratio was incremed, however, the coe%l-
cient again decreased to the minimum value of 0.82,
regardless of the degree of roundness.

The coefficient characteristics of the nozzIes having
the leading edge beveled to 60° differed from those
with the nozzles having the rounded edge. ~Tith the
nozzles “having the leading adge beveled and the
corners of the bevel sharp (Curves 4), a maximum
coefficient of about 0.96 was reached at the back

pwsure ratio of 0.25. Increasing the l)tick pressure _-
to beyond this ratio had no effect on the vtilue of the
coefficient for the injection pressures and pressure
ratios tested. Slightly rounding the leading corner
b of the bevel (Curves 5) decreased the ratio at which
the maximum value was reached, and the coefficient
beyond this ratio was virtually the same as for the
nozz~ having all corners of the bevel sharp. By —
sfigh”tly roundbg corners b, c ml d (Curves @ th~
coefficients obtained were equal for all pressure ra ties
and, within the error of the observation, wcro cqual “-
to the maximum coefficients with the nozzlea having
the &ners of the bevel sharp or tho leading corner
slightly rounded.

In comparing the set of curves shown in Figures 7,
8, and 9 with the set of curves in F@mes 11,12, and 13,
two conclusions can be drawn which indicate tho
advantages of the nozzles with the beveled loading
edges and corners in the flow passago slightly rounded.

Firit, higher coefficients are obtained by beveling _,
the leading edge of the orifice and slightly rounding
any sharp corners in the flow passage thfin by beveling
the leading edge, but leaving the corners sharp, or by
simply rounding tho leading edge of tho orifice.

Secimd, the coefhients for the nozzles with the
bevel and the corners slightly rounded are unaffecicd
by changes in the injection pressure or back prcasure.

IJilferent bevel angles were not tried, as this was
beyond the scope of the present investigation. How-
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ever, recent experiments by Zucrow (Rcfercnm 9)
on the coefhcient of discharge of eubtnergcd nozzles
havirg the leading edge beveled and using smtdl
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difFercmtiaI heads, showed the values of the coefficient
to vary but &ghtly for angles between 20° and 90°.
The distribution of the experimental points in a plot

Injecftipresswe ~ fKU&lb./.sqin
* ~ lL@q in

. . H&o: ~
+&W- - . .
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FIG- 16.-Effeetof lwck presmmon wefS&nt of dkhmge.
0ri6cedze,0.016fnehdiamet.ezX 0.016inchlen@h

of coe5cient against bevel angle indicated the angle
giving the highest coefficient to be not far from 60°.

Tests were also made with the injection pressures of
400, 600, and 800 pounds per square inch. @’igges

A 400lh/sq in ~ 6V&lb./sq.in
x600- - . .
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14 to 17.) The coefWents obtained with tie injection
pressures of 400 and 600 pounds per square inch, when
back pressures were used, differed from those with the

~14

injection pressures above 800 pounds per square inch
for the same ratio, excepting the nozzles having the
leading edge beveled and aII corners of the flow passage
smooti. I?@re 14 giws the results with the 0.015 ._.
inch diameter orhice, having only the Ieading corner
of the bevel slightly rounded. Similar rcxndts were
obtained with the 0.020 inch diameter orifice. It will
be observed that the coefficient was diilerent with the
Iovier injection pressures for the pressure ratios above
0.2. The greatest variation was 0.07 at a pressure
ratio of 0.75 for the injection pressnre of 400 pounds per
square inch. Figures 15, 16, and 17 give the data
obtained with the nozzIes having the 60° bevel and
smooth corners, and for varying injection pressures.
‘Within the errors of the observation, the coefficients
were equal for dl three nozzles and all injection
pressures tested, regardless of the back pressure to
injection pressure ratio. 9
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X600- “ .-
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F[wJE~17.—Ef?ectOf hackRres9nrEon omltcfent 0[ dkhuge.
Orifice efze, 0.02Sfneh &meter X 0.02Sfnoh length

BEVEL-ENTRANCEXOZZLZTZSTS

Set discharges into air at atmospheric pressnre.—
Figures 18, 19, and 20 show the coefficients with the . .
nozzdes having the beveled entrance (Fiie 4) when
the discharges were made inta the chamber containing
air at atmospheric pressure. It will be observed that
the coefficients were titually the same for the three
nozides and with the O.O14inch diameter ofice for all
length to diameter ratios tested, except for the ratio
of 0.5. Excepting this smalht ratio, the efficiency of
the flow was apparently unaffected by the magnitude
of the orik length or diameter for the conditions of
these tests. Larger lengthdiameter ratios and dMer-
ent rates and type of flow would possibly give greater _
deviation. That this is possible was shown by
Zucrow’s testi (Reference 9) on submerged nozzks in . .—
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a type of flow that appeared to have ranged between
turbuIent and semiturbulent.

The decrease in the values of the coefhcients for the
ratio of 0.6 at prwsures above 1,000 pounds per square

~eodinqedge of orificebewsled60~corners “b-and “d”
slightiyrounded,corner“c-sharp.
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I I I I
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FIGURElS.-Effectoffnkotfonprwnrs on-dent ofdlacharge.Orfdes
d?.-%O.IXISinch dfameterX 0.020inch length. Atmoapherfoback

inch was possibly due to the increase of jet contraction.
As the jet passes the inner edge of the oriike, it con-
tracts and forms what is known aa the vena-contracta.
The amount of the contraction depends on the differ-

Leadinqedge oforificebeve!ed60~corners “b”
on@ “d”sliqhtiyrounded,corner-c”sharp

o /000 2000 3000 4000
injectionpressure,ib./sq.in

Fmums lQ.—Effeot of lnjeotlon pressureon mefdefentof dfs.
obarge, I-orMceIength. d.orfflrndfameter,0,014 ineb df.
ametsr ocffkw. AtmeephexioW ~

ence of head, the properties of the fluid and, to a. large
extent, on the form of the l,eading edge of the orifice,
High differs.ices in head, low viscosity or sharp leading
edges tend to increase the contraction. hw difter-
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ences in head, high viscosity, and properly smoothod
out passages immediately before the brifice tend to
eliminate contraction. It ia known that the jet ex-
pands immediately after contraction and, if sufficient
length is provided, quickly fills the throat of tlm orifice
again.

The distance from the entrance of the throat at
which the contraction occurs depends to a large extent
on the form of the leading edge of the orifice. The
momentum given to the oil particles flowing past the
wall of the passage for the nozzles of these tests was in
a direction of 30° to the jet axis, The wmtraetion of
the jet, therefore, should have been at a distance of

d

3
not more than ~ times the orifice diameter from fS~e

inner edge of the orifice. With the sufficient length
provided when the higher length-diameter ratios were

Leadinqedge oforificebeveled60~
corners “b”and ‘du

sIiqhflyrounded,corner”c”shwfi

~
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FmtmE!20.-Effect ofInleMonKessumon eoadldent ofdkcbargo. OrIflm
e@ O.OZOinehdfamefsrxO.CWnohlongth. Atmospborfoback Pressure

used, the jet reexpanded and fibd the throat of the
odce, so that the contraction coefficient became unity.
In that event, the loss in efficiency to the flow was
chiefly due to the 10SSof head in the eddying during
the contraction and the following expansion, and the
skin friction on the WCIIS. When the length of tho
ofice was made so smalI that it did not provide
eutlicient interference to the jet reexpaneion, tho
discharge coefficient became dependent on the con-
traction coefhcient, As was explained previously, a
high di.fkence in head favors contraction, for then the
centrifugal force urging the liquid particles toward
the axis of the jet is increased. Thus the contraction
of the jet, which was possibly smalI at the pressures
below 1,000 pounds per square inQ with the smooth
passage used before the orifice, increased as the in-
jection pressure was increased and, consequently,
decreased the coefficient of contraction. The result of
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this contraction was the decrease of the coefbient of

dischsxge.

Figure 21 shows the coefilcients plotted as a function
of corresponding Reynolde ~umber for the 0.008,0.014,
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and 0.020 inch orifices with the length-diameter ratios
between 1 and 4 and conditions given in Figures 18,
19, and 20. At the lower injection pressures the
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coefficient decreases with the decrease of RePolds
Number. This is cxmtrary to the results obtskd
with the nozzles of the other geometrical shape Q?igure

10) in which the coefficient increases. If previous .-
experimentel results with larger sizes of orifices by -
Hodgson and others are considered, as explained in the !—
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Appendix, this means that the ‘k#on of semiturbulent .._
flow for the oficee having the concave entrance is
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drops to zero at zero injection pressure, as the Reynolds
Number is further lowered.

Jet discharges into air at vmyi.ng pressures.-Fii-
ures 22, 23, and 24 give the data obtained with the same
nozzles when the discharges were made into the cham-
ber containing air at ditlerent pressures. The variation
in the values of the coefficients between the three
orifices was not more than 2 per cat from the mean
for each test condition. The points for injection
pressures above 1,000 pounds per square inch Iie along
the same curve for each orifice. It will be observed
that there is a slight increase in coefficients for pressure
ratios up “to 0.1, this being especially noticeable with
the 0.008 inch diametir otice. Tho reason that these
curves do not have the same shape as those obtained
with the nozzles having a concave entrance from the
upstream side (Figures 15, 16, and 17) was probably
because corner c was left sharp and only b and d
slightly relieved. The remarks made, therefore,
regarding the disturbance created to the flow through
the nozzles for Figures 11, 12, and 13 apply also to
Figures 22, 23, and 24. The decrease in the vaiue of
the coefficient with the increase of back-pressure ratio
for pressures below 1,000 pounds per square inch, is
due to the influence of viscosi$y of the liquid at these
low throat velocities.

TESTS WITH THE INJECTION VALVE ASSEMBLY

The results obtained with the nozzIes assembled in
an automatic injection valve having a p~ain stem,
illustrated in Figure 5, duplicated those obtained with
the assembly in Figure 4 for the same conditions. The
dat~ given in Figures 18 to 24, therefore, also represent
the results with the nozzles assembled in the injection
valve. The upstream passage, as will be noted in
Figure 5, has both sharp corners and an elbow within
a comparatively short distance from the nozzle, as
compared to the nozzle holder illustrated in Figure 1
that was used with the assemblies of Figures 3 and 4.
The valve shown in Figure 5 is of a type commonly
used for high-speed compression-ignition engines. The
lift of the stem for these tests was limited to 0.030 inch.

Additional tests were also made with lifts as low as
0.005 inch, which gave an area equivalent to a 0.043-
inch orifice. NO appreciable diflerence_was observed
in the values of the coefficient with the smaIler lifts.
An anaIysis of the approach velocities of the liquid past
any section at the upstream passage, even at the stem
lift of 0,005 inch, showed this velocity head to be
negligible as compared to the pressure head.

Since there was no difference in the values of the
coefficients with the nozzles assembled in the valve
as compared to those that had a smoother upstream
passage, the head losses from skin friction and eddy-
ing, due to presence of sharp corners, and the loss due
to the restrictions on the upstream passage were
negligible.

I
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TESTS WITH A VALVEHAVING ~ STEM WITH HELICAL
GROOVES

The results obtained with the nozzles assembled
in the automatic injection valve when a helically-

groovsd stem was used are shown in Fiiures 26, 26,
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and 27. The nozzles listed in the table accompany-
ing Figure 6 were used. The combined cross-sectional
area of the four grooves was equivalent to that of a
0.025 inch diameter ofice.

Figure 25 gives the coficients of the nozzles plotted
against injection pressures for the range between 400
and 4,000 pourds per squme inch. The coefficients
gkm in Figure 25 mwe computed on the basis that
the value of a of equation (1) was equal to the cross-
sectional area of the orifice. The magnitude of the

1.C&n#ed m fhe bosis ihot the creo of the eff?ux
Sqwrs the CYeo of h% m-fice

.2?Ccqoufed w fhe his fhof fhe oreo of fhe efflffx
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FIGCEBZY.-Effect of ratio oforificeam to gmoroareaon mer31cfentof dfs-
charm. Atmwharic tick rmssnra InJectfOnmsssnre, 4JWJpQund9
per square fnch

energy 10ss can also be shown if the coefficien.~ me
computed on the basis that a equak the combined mea
of the helical grooves, and then compared with the
coefficients obtained when the valve vim assembled
with the centrifugal stem and adapter without the
nozzle. The rasults with the coticients thus com-
puted, together with the coefficients without the
nozzle are given in Figure 26.

Figure 27 gives the coefficient as a function of the
ratio of the orifice area to the groove area for the
hydraulic injection pressures of 4,oOO pounds per
squwe inch when the coefficients were computed by
both methods. As the ratio of areas becomes smaller
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the efficiency of the flow through the orXce is increased, ‘
and the coefficients approach the values obtained
with the valve assembly having a stem with no helical
grooves. Apparently, hwge energy losses occur as
the liquid passes through the restricted groove w- ._

sages .
.

CONCLUS1ONS

This investigation has shown that for the small
sizes of nozzles empIoyed for high-speed compression-
ignition engines a smooth entiance passage to the
throat of the ofice is necessary for a high eficiency of
flow. A beveled leading edge to the ofice gives
higher coefllcient than a rounded leading edge. The
coefEcient of discharge depends upon the geometrical
shape of the nozzle and not upon the size of the oriiice.

F’or the nozzles having the leading edge of the
ofice beveIed and all corners in the flow passage
sIightly rounded, the coefficients were identical, re-
gardless of the effective head or the back prees.ure that
was employed. For the nozzles having the leading
edge beveled and corners in the tlow passage sharp, or
the leading edge ordy rounded, the coefficients were
different for the conditions with and without back
pressure when the same effective head was used.

Varying the length-diameter ration from 1 to 3 fQr
a 0.014-inch diameter ori.tlca having a beveled leading
edge was found to have no effect on the values of the
coefficient. IIowever, for a ratio of 0.5 ihe coefti-
cient decreased with the increase of pressure above
1,000 pounds per square inch.

Tests with the nozzks assembled in an automatic
injection valve, with suf%oient stem lift to give no
throttling, gave the same coefficient as those with the
nozzles at the end of a straight tube. ILmv coe.&
cients were obtained when tests were made with the
nozzles in an injection valve containing a stem with
heIical grooves.

The result of experiments from nozzles of any one
geometrical shape for the oritlce diameters and rates
of flow tested were represented by a aingIe curve of
coticients ot discharge versus Reynolds Numbers.

LmGLEY llEMORIAL AerOnaUtiC LABORA-
TORY,

17MZONALADVISORY COWZITTEE for &EONAU-
TICs,

LANGELY FIELD, VA., September 11, 19S0.





APPENDIX

DEFIN1TION AND DERIVATION OF THE ALGEBRAIC
EXPRESSION FOR THE COEFFICIENT OF DISCHARGE

The algebraic expression for the ideal rate of flow of
a liquid through an orifice is at best au approximate
statement of a physical phenomenon which is so com-
plicated that it is quite impossible to construct a com-
plete mathematical theory for what actually occurs.
It is conventionally used because it is amenable to
treatment by simple mechanical principles. This
statement is based on the assumption that semmd
important conditions are satisfied. These are:

First, at a transverse section immediately before
the nozzle, the static pressure is uniform across the
section and the -reIoe.ity of flow is paraUeI to the axis
perpendicuhr to the section and uniform throughout.

Second, at the orifice, the static pressure is uniform
throughout the section end equal to the pressure exist-
ing in the chamber into which the Iiquid is discharged,
and the velocity of flow is parallel to the axis and uni-
form throughout.

Third, between the upstream section and orifice,
there are no energy Iosaes due ta turbulence, viaeosity,
or skin friction.

The expression for the ideal rate of flow of a Iiquid
through an ofice based on these conditions is ob-
tained as follows:
Let

Q=ideal rate of discharge, pounds per second.
A= area of the section before the nozzle, square feet.
a= area of the orifme, square feet.

~= diameter of upstream section or tube, feet.
d= diameter of orifice, feet.

VI =velocity tit A, feet per second.
l;= velocity at a, feet per second.
PI= dtity of liquid at A, pOUdS per cubic foot.
M= density of liquid at a, pounds per cubic foot:

PI =static pressure at A, pounds per square foot.
Pq =static pressure at a, pounds per square foot.

~+ fa=g.

For the Iiquida and the pressures used in these tests
it may be assumed that ~= m = p. The error intro-
duced by this assumption in the calculations for the
coefficient of discharge is less than 0.5 per cent for an
injection pressure of 5,000 pounds per square inch.

Since the rate of flow at sections A and a is the same,

Q=AVW= aV2&, (1)
from -which

(2)

By hypothesis there is no energy loss between sec-
tions A and a. Thereforej equating the 10SSin poten-
tial energy between the two sections to the I&etic
energy gained at the throat,

Substituting (2) in (3),

()P,-P, ‘“- ? 2 V.y?+l)— .
P 2g = 2@

and

2g d j4

)1
v’=[(P1+);(nv

(3)

—

(4)

Substituting (4) in (1),

Q=a{(P,-P2)f;)(*)]~ (,)

This is the ideaI rate of flow for a Liquid. The
actuaI rate of flow Q’, is, by detition, Q mukiphd
by the coefficient of discharge, 0, or

Q’=dp=rP!a)&)(#+]~.

“b’r~)l’ “)——
D

and the coefficient of discharge;

Dividing both numerator and denominator by p,
equation (7) becomes

where B is the acttual rate of flow in cubic feet per

second. When $ is small, this equation maybe further

modified to the form

‘-’* (9)

.—
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If arIy or au of the conditions assumed in deriting
the expression for the ideal rate of flow of a liquid
through an orifice are not satisfied, the coefllcient of
discharge may be different from unity. For the fuel
injection systems of oil engines where small orifice

diameters and orifice lengths, high throat velocities,
and high cylinder pressures are usedj the cortditions

for an ideal state of flow are far from satisfied.

DISCUSSION OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE FLOW OF
A LIQUID THROUGH AN ORIFICE

The most important properties of a liquid that affect
its flow are its density and viscosity. These two prop-
erties, for a given liquid, normally give rise to three
types of flow which succeed one another as the speed
of the ffow across the throat of an orifice increases.
At low speeds the influence of viscosity on the flow
is so large, as compared to that of the density, that the
effect of the latter may be considered negligible. &
the speed of the flow is increased, however, the kinetic
energy and the accompanying inertia reactions of the
Iiquid against acceleration, which are proportional to
the density, increase as ths square of the speed,
whereaa the viscosity effects increase directly as the
speed. Hence, as the speed of the flow increases a
point is reached beyond which the influence of viscos-
ity becomes negligible as compared to the imfluence of
density. It follows that there may be:

First, streamline or viscous flow which depends on
the viscosity only and is proportional to the dii%erence
of pressure across the orifice.

Second, mixed streamline and turbulent flow which
depends on both viscosity and density.

Third, turbulent flow which depends on the density
alone and is proportional to the square root of the
difference of pressure across the otice.

Another factor affecting the flow is the diameter of
the orifice. Reducing the diameter of the orifice,
without changing the magnitude of the liquid prop-
erties and the rate of flow, increases the transverse
gradients of speed to which the viscous forces are pro-
portional. The effect on the flow and, therefore,
on the coetlicient of discharge, is the same as though
the viscosity of the liquid was increased.

There are no other factors or properties of a liquid
that affect the flow through an orifice to an extent
that merits consideration in this discussion. The
nature of flow, therefore, can be completely deter-
mined by the speed of flow, V, the diameter of the
orifice, D, the viscosity of the liquid, P, and density, p.
Since the rate of flow depends on the relative magni-
tude of the viscous forcas, in comparison to the

inertia forces which are due to the density of the
liquid, the Iast two factors can be considered .as one,

‘~= v, which ia the kinematic viscosity of the liquid.

In this ratio the dimension of p are pounds-second
per foot? and of p pounds per foot?
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.It follows from the foregoing that there is seine rela-
tion connecting the coefficient of discharge with the
factors affecting the flow through an orifice, or

C=j (D, v, v) (10).—
The @n of the functional symbol j depends on the
particular geometrical shape of the orifice, and can
be determined only by experiment for any one shape.

B~he principles of dimensional homogeneity it is
known that the coefficient, being a pure number, or
dimensionless, must depend not on any one of tho
factors of equation (10) separately, but on a dimension-
lCSS product of these factors. The product ~1”/v,
better known as Reynolds Number, satisfies this
requirement, so that

c=j @v/v) =j (R) (11)

Al@.ough nothing may be known as to the function
~, much useful information can be obtained frctn even
incomplete experimental data by the application of
this equation. .It may be noted that there is only ono
independent variable to be considered in equation (11)
instead of three in equation (10). The redts of
expe~_ments from a nozzle of any one geometrical
shape with any liquid whatever, with any orifice
diameter, or with any rab of flow, can be represented
within the errors of observation by a single curvo of
C versus (DV/v). When such a curve is obtained for
any nozzle, to determine the coefficient of discharge
for a nozzle of the same geometrical shapo and the
same flow conditions, it will only be necessary to com-
pute the value of (VD/V) for the particular conditions,
and then obtain the coefficientt from the curve.

Previous experiments by Hodgson (Reference 3)
and others on the form of curve represmting equation
(11) for nozzks of one geometrical shape, gave curves
of &e form illus- ~
trated in Figure 28. I

.

A clear und&stand-
ing concerning the %,
eff~ct of varying the
factorw V, D, and v
separately would sug.
gest a. simiIar curve.
If, by reason of high
kinematic viscosity,
low discharsze veloci- B, ,R, R

ties or sm;ll diam- FIGGEE28

eters, or aI1 of these combined, R falls below
Rl, at which regiori the value of O/Ii becomes
constant, the flow is streamline or huninar. In
the absence of t~bulence the coefficient depends
for its value largely on the resistance of thu
walls and the inter.md dissipation of energy, which ‘-
are proportional to the viscosity and virtually inde-
pendent of the density. Hence, any changes in the
viscosity would sensibly affect the coefficient.. If by
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reason of higher velocity, lower kinematic ticosity or

larger diameter, the value of 1? falls between l?l and

R,, the flow is nixed turbulent and Iarninar. The
coef6cient now depends for its value not only on the
internal dissipation of energy and friction of the walls,
but also on the turbulence which is lmown to depend
on the density. The nearer the value of I?a is ap-
proached the higher the turbulence, and the Iess the
coefficient depende on the viscosity. If R is above l?~,
the flow may be termed turbulent. The coefficient
then becomes virtually independent of wiscosity and is
practically constant. The ty-pe of flow that exists in
practice in injection nozzles of high-speed compression-
ignition engines is nearly always turbulent.
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CRITICAL VELOCITIES OF FLOW
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